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Introduction
A key biologically-based task for infants and toddlers is developing attachment
relationships with caregivers. The quality of attachment that children develop appears
largely dependent on caregivers’ availability.1 When caregivers are responsive, children
tend to develop secure attachments, seeking out caregivers directly when distressed.
When caregivers reject children’s bids for reassurance, children tend to develop avoidant
attachments, turning away from caregivers when distressed. When caregivers are
inconsistent in their availability, children tend to develop resistant attachments, showing a
mixture of proximity-seeking and resistance. Although it may be optimal for children in
our society to develop secure attachments,2-5 each of these three attachment types can be
seen as well-suited to caregivers’ availability. When caregivers are frightening to
children, though, children have difficulty developing organized attachments and instead
often develop disorganized attachments, which leave children without a consistent
strategy for dealing with their distress. Attachment quality has been linked with later
problem behaviours, with disorganized attachment especially predictive of dissociative
symptoms (e.g. seeming spacey, “in a fog” etc.),6 and internalizing and externalizing
problems.7-8 A number of prevention and intervention programs have been developed that
aim to improve infant attachment quality.
Subject
The strongest predictor of infant attachment is parental state of mind with regard to
attachment.9 State of mind refers to the manner in which adults process attachmentrelated thoughts, feelings and memories. When parents are coherent in discussing their
own attachment experiences, they are said to have “autonomous states of mind” with
regard to attachment. When parents are not coherent in discussing their own attachment
experiences, they are said to have “non-autonomous states of mind” with regard to
attachment. Parents with autonomous states of mind are most likely to have babies with
secure attachments, whereas parents with “non-autonomous” states of mind are most
likely to have babies with insecure attachments. Given this association between parental
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state of mind and infant attachment, some interventions10-12 target parent state of mind as
a means of changing infant attachment.
Other interventions13-15 attempt to change parental behaviours without targeting parental
state of mind. In particular, a number of interventions have attempted to enhance
caregiver sensitivity. Caregiver sensitivity has not been linked as strongly with
attachment quality as has state of mind,9 but sensitivity has seemed the most likely
mechanism by which caregiving qualities are transmitted to children.
Problems
Programs that share the goal of enhancing attachment may differ in their focus, in their
intervention strategy, and in the populations targeted. Whereas an overall objective may
be to enhance attachment quality, other goals of improving quality of life, increasing life
skills and reducing symptomatology may differ, depending on the intervention and the
population served, as well as the level of fidelity to the treatment model. There is
disagreement among experts in the area regarding the nature of what is needed. For
example, some11 suggest that intensive interventions that start prenatally are essential,
whereas others16 suggest that targeted, short-term interventions are needed. Assessment
of treatment process and treatment fidelity is crucial to knowing what is being provided
in an intervention. For example, Korfmacher et al.17 found that their intervention,
intended to modify parental state of mind, rarely engaged parents in insight-oriented
work.
Research Context
In 2003, a meta-analysis reported by Bakermans-Kranenburg, van IJzendoorn and
Juffer16 found 29 studies that included attachment security as an outcome. Of these, 23
were randomized clinical trials, with a total of 1,255 participants. The nature of the
interventions, and the populations served, differed widely from one study to another.
Nonetheless, meta-analytic results allow assessment of the importance of factors such as
intervention intensity and population. Attachment quality was assessed in the Strange
Situation in most studies, although the Attachment Q-set was used in some investigations.
Key Research Questions
Key research questions include:
• Do intervention or prevention programs enhance the quality of children’s
attachments to their caregivers?
• What are the characteristics of successful interventions?
• For whom are interventions most successful?
• What is the process by which intervention programs work?
Recent Research Results
Interventions that have targeted sensitivity have been found to be more effective in
enhancing attachment security than interventions targeting other issues (such as parental
state of mind).16 It makes sense to target parental behaviours directly, rather than
underlying characteristics, for several reasons. First, state of mind and other parent
characteristics are not as amenable to change as are parental behaviours. Second,
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presumably, it is parental behaviours that directly affect children’s expectations of
parental availability.
Interventions that started after the child was at least six months old have been more
effective than those starting earlier.16 Although it is speculative, interventions may be
most efficient and effective when children have begun to show attachments to specific
caregivers.
For the most part, intervention effects have not proven to be significantly different for
different types of study populations. For example, intervention effects have been
generally comparable across risk status and socioeconomic status. Nonetheless, samples
with higher levels of insecurity have shown the largest effect sizes.
Conclusions
1. Interventions are effective in enhancing children’s attachment quality.
2. Interventions that target specific issues, most especially parental sensitivity,
appear more effective than interventions with more global goals.
3. Interventions that are brief are at least as effective as those that are of longer
duration.
4. Interventions that begin when attachment quality has begun to emerge (after about
six months of age) appear more effective than those begun earlier.
Implications
Currently, the research evidence favours brief, highly targeted interventions to enhance
attachment quality among infants. Given that the current evidence base is relatively
small, it makes sense to continue to examine associations between intervention
characteristics and outcome. Nonetheless, at this point, time-limited interventions
beginning in the second half of the first year of life appear most promising.
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